
Kompetisi Klip-Klip 
 

A. Language used spontaneously and Naturally      

5 Consistently uses language spontaneously and naturally without referring to 
script/notes. May use repair strategies to assist. Pauses appropriate and do not inhibit 
meaning.  

4 Mostly uses language spontaneously and naturally without referring to script/notes. 
May use repair strategies to assist. Pauses do not inhibit meaning.         

3 Demonstrates occasional language spontaneity without referring to script/notes but 
appears to have memorised text/speak without understanding meaning. May use repair 
strategies to assist. Pauses do not inhibit meaning. 

2 Often referring to script/notes or clearly memorised text without context. May use 
repair strategies to assist.   

1 Reading off script/notes or obviously memorised text without context. Long paused 
without using repair strategies, or resorting to English use   

0 Task in English or solely relying on script/notes to communicate any meaning. 

 

B.  Sustained interaction and fluency. 

5 Sustains a long interaction using a excellent range of vocabulary for their age group. 

4 Sustains a satisfactory interaction using a good range of vocabulary for their age group.  

3 Sustains satisfactory interaction using a average range of vocabulary for the age group. 

2 Sustains a short interaction using an average range of vocabulary for their age group. 

1 Sustains a short interaction using some understandable Indonesian. 

0 Interaction not long enough or cannot demonstrate intelligable language. 

   

C. Pronunciation and Intonation  

3 Always uses clear and accurate pronunciation and intonation compared to average age group. 

2 Demonstrates pronunciation and intonation similar to average age group level. 

1 Meaning difficult to discern, due to inaccurate pronunciation and intonation. 

0 Inaccurate pronunciation makes text unintelligable. 

 

D. Creativity  

2 Creative use of catergory topic for idea. Setting or props reflect an intercultural understanding of idea 
being presented . 

1 Idea appropriate for category but quite a typical response or May demonstrate some 
intercultural understanding of idea being presented. 

0 idea not appropriate for category or No intercultural awareness demonstrated. 
 


